
One myth is that benefit cuts will target
fraudulent benefit claimants.  But benefit fraud
is lower than presented in the Sun and the Daily
Mail.  In 2010/2011, just 0.8% of benefit
spending was due to fraudulent claims. In
2011/2012,  2.1%, of claims were due to “error”
and “fraud”.

The Government would also have us believe
that benefit cuts will target so-called ‘skivers’.
But they'll hit over 27 million people, including
11.5 million children: 43% of UK households.
Benefit cuts are really a wholesale attack on our
class, whether we’re in work and need support or
one of the 2.52 million out of work.

The Government has capped working-age
benefits and tax credit increases at 1%.  Is this
because benefit claimants are rolling in money?
Hardly! Jobseeker’s allowance is £71.70 a week
if you’re over 25.  Some Tube workers have had
above-inflation pay rises, but we know that the
cost of living has risen higher than our wages.
How are benefit claimants supposed to afford the
basics? And if our bosses freeze our wages, how
does it help if our friends and family on benefits
are struggling too?

Replacing Disability Living Allowance with a
“Personal Independence Payment” will hit
500,000 disabled people. If we were to get
injured at work and get medically terminated, we
would need decent disability benefit to continue
to take part in society.

The “Bedroom Tax”, which cuts housing benefit
for claimants with ‘spare’ rooms, is one of the
most obvious demonstrations of the
Government's hatred towards working class
people.  We’re not allowed space in our homes,
while millionaires David Cameron and George
Osborn refuse to back a 'mansion tax' for their
rich friends.  They might as well say they want us

to live in Victorian conditions: poor people
packed into overcrowded hovels.

It feels like they're sending us back to Victorian
times, when the rich ruled over the poor.  This is
the first recession in
history where
inequality has
increased.  The
government’s rich
allies are laughing all
the way to the bank,
while working class
peoples’ wages, living
standards and benefits
have been cut to pay for the financial crisis.  The
government is trying to make you blame benefits
claimants, and despise poor people, when we
should blame our misery on the government and
capitalist class.  Whether we’re working or on
benefits, we have the right to a decent standard of
living, which this millionaire government has no
right to deny us!

Meanwhile, the government is trying to make
you hate foreigners.  Alarmed by the rise of

the UK Independence Party, once dubbed
"fruitcakes and closet racists" by Cameron, the
Tories are now competing on UKIP's terrain.

UKIP came second to the Liberal Dems and
pushed the Tories into third place in the Eastleigh
by-election in early March.

By the end of the month, David Cameron
delivered a speech on immigration to win back
UKIP votes.  Its key-note was 'ending the
something for nothing culture', blaming 'skiving''
migrants, just as the budget blamed benefit
claimants.  How can the Government pretend it's
on our side, when it's freezing our pay, eroding
our union rights and privatising our NHS?
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Tube workers will not allow
London Underground to single

out and victimise Bakerloo Line
train driver Jayesh Patel,.

 Jayesh has been stood down since
1st  February.  His crime? He
requested assisted dispatch at two
overcrowded stations.   He was then
instructed to run ‘out of service’
and attend an interrogation-style
fact finding interview, where he
was denied the right to ask
questions, take a physical break and
go home after his booking off time
beyond 1am!

It’s no coincidence management
took these actions during the recent
detrainment dispute, when train
operators were refusing to move
trains without proper checks,
defying the Bakerloo’s reckless
detrainment procedure.

This is the second time LU bosses
have targeted RMT Young
Members’ activist Jayesh.  In June
2011, Jayesh was singled out and
dipped from train operator to CSA
after management invented a
spurious charge that he
‘maliciously’ requested a PNR
during another Bakerloo Line
dispute. In response, RMT built a
combine-wide campaign to defend
Jayesh who was eventually re-
instated to his driver grade.

  Tube workers will not allow
management to single out and hold
any worker hostage during any
industrial dispute. We believe
Jayesh is being victimized because
he is a union activist. RMT must
not settle the detrainment dispute
until Jay is back at work.  Using the
same strategy that won
reinstatement for victimized drivers
Eamonn Lynch and Arwyn
Thomas, we must build support for
a combine-wide ballot of driver
union members for industrial action
if management doesn’t back down.

If you believe the government, benefit cuts are about supporting hard-working ‘strivers’ and
punishing the so-called ‘skivers’.  The Con-Dem government, interested only in protecting the rich,

is trying to distract us from rising inequality and falling wages by making us hate benefit claimants.  To
challenge their divisive lies, here we bust a few myths.

END THIS BAREFACED

VICTIMIZATION!

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily
updates -

www.workersliberty.org
/twblog

We’re on Facebook too.

DON’T LET THE TORIES DIVIDE US!

I’m a millionaire
and my father

was a
millionaire and

his father
before him.....

....and I say we
should get rid

of the
something for

nothing
benefits culture



Tubeworker is produced by Tube workers and published by Workers’ Liberty, an
organisation fighting as part of the labour movement for a socialist alternative to

both capitalism and Stalinism, based on common ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting union for all railworkers. We reject artificial

divisions between workers of different grades. We oppose racism, sexism,
homophobia and all prejudice that divides us.

RANDOM TESTING
Neasden signals flashed like Xmas lights for

eight months, until an RMT  industrial action
threat forced LU and Thales to respond.

But new software didn't fix it.  Signallers are
still clearing one route only for another signal
to turn to danger - potentially causing drivers
to SPAD.

Thales only randomly tests some routes . LU
should force Thales to test every route.  Safety
is as stake!  We’ll need to carry out our
threatened strike to sort this for good!

www.workersliberty.org/servicecontrol

RUNAWAY TRAIN!
A judge fined LU, Tube Lines and

Schwerbau £300,000 for the 2010 'runaway
train', which de-coupled and free-wheeled
down the Northern Line, endagering
passengers and staff.  Tube Lines was blamed
for keeping the coupler in service, despite a
known fault.  Privateers, taking risks for
short-term expediency and profit, should have
no role in running the railway!

www.workersliberty.org/northern

THINK POSITIVE
Anticipating job cuts, we should put forward

positive ideas for future job roles, e.g. more
station staff for greater accessibility and better
customer service.  Positive demands can de-
rail their jobs plans.

www.workersliberty.org/stop-job-cuts

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!
Jubilee drivers said enough is enough about

unacceptable attendance warnings, sickness

patterning, rubbish facilities and lack of
management support.  We decided to strike.
Now management are listening.  Other depots
might follow our lead.

www.workersliberty.org/jubilee

HORSE BURGER ANYONE?
Sodexo catering company treats staff

appallingly and buys beef so cheap it isn't
beef!  We've been eating ‘my little pony’ in
LU canteens.  Unions should have made hay
with this issue, highlighting the cost-cutting
behind contracted-in catering.  Instead, unions
have looked this gift-horse in the mouth!

www.workersliberty.org/LTsafety

CURE HOMOPHOBIA!
Last year, Christians sponsored a bus advert

to ‘cure’ homosexuality.  On 22nd March
2013, the High Court kicked out the
Christians’ appeal against the ban.  It
revealed TfL, not Boris as he claimed, was
behind the ban.  Unions could have exposed
this lie earlier.  But it's great that RMT has
pledged to fight 'gay cure' organisations.
'Cure homophobia, not homosexuality'.

www.workersliberty.org/LTequalities

BIG BROTHER
TfL bosses let slip that they run a sci-fi-

sounding ‘social media monitoring engine’.
What for? More likely to monitor staff than
improve passenger service.  Unions need to
ask why our boss is becoming Big Brother.

FLASH AND PEEP?
To resolve the Bakerloo detrainment dispute,

LU proposed 'flash and peep', where station
staff  peer in windows and release prisoners
before the train moves off.

But what about safety risks?  Which station
staff will do this?  LU says it won't restore
CSAs to rosters. Maybe it'll use unlicensed
staff, or bogus-licensed ICSAs?!

We can’t settle the detrainment dispute for
this, as ASLEF proposes. But drivers'
industrial action of moving trains following
'physical checks' is nullified now LU has
proposed its own version of ‘physical checks’.
We need new action and a new strategy.
Station staff must join the fight.

www.workersliberty.org/bakerloo

IMMIGRATION AMBUSH
ISS asked cleaners to report to Stratford for

an ‘award’.  The Police and Border Agency
were waiting to arrest 19.

The PM pledges, 'to toughen up on illegal
migrants' using 'targetted operations' .The
reality means rounding  up our hard-working,
low-paid colleagues. Our colleagues are not
criminals!  Let's defend each other from anti-
immigrant hysteria, used by bosses to divide
us.

www.workersliberty.org/cleaners

TAKE NOTICE!
LU wants admin staff to take minutes in

Company Disciplinary Interviews.  This is not
in our job description! We don't want to do
extra work to help LU discipline staff.

We got a rough deal over the Olympics too.
If unions support us to refuse to take notes,
we’ll make LU take notice of us!

DAYLIGHT ROBBERY
ISS is imposing a pension called NOW

PENSIONS, a front for Denmark-based ATP.
Without asking, ISS started deducting
contributions from our wages.  We're told to
phone Denmark if we want to opt out!

Our wages are too low for daylight robbery.
We want a decent pension: the TfL scheme!

www.workersliberty.org/cleaners

WHAT MATTERS?
'What Matters?' is where station staff grab a

passenger, write their suggestions on a
whiteboard, and pose together for a photo.

Tubeworker thinks passengers should have a
democratic say in how the Tube is run.  But
this is just a PR stunt.

We can turn it round though: passengers
have been asking for ticket offices, proving
most passengers want the same as us!

www.workersliberty.org/staffing levels

ANY VOLUNTEERS?
LU wants CSAs to do an online course in

their own time to adjust Oystercard journeys
on ticket machines.  This will  assist LU to
close ticket offices.

RMT initially resisted AFM functionality
(adjusting fares on the POMs).  As LU
extends it, unions must step up resistance.
These courses are voluntary: staff should not
'volunteer' jobs out of existence.

www.workersliberty.org/ticketoffices

CSA FOREVER?
With such a long list of people eligible for

Station Control Room Assistant, will we ever
get a position?  LU is advertising for a 'core
supervisor licensing opportunity'.

Is LU pulling the same scam as with ticket
office licenses?  Get us trained for Higher
Grade Working, cut jobs, never promote us,
just use us to service ticket machines in an
unstaffed ticket office. We want promotion,
not licenses to be used on the cheap.

www.workersliberty.org/promotion

TROJAN HORSE
When Tube Lines is reintegrated into LU,

only support and projects staff - not
maintenance  - will come back in.

And transferring staff will be excluded from
the TfL Pension, the first ever exclusion of
directly-employed LUL and TfL staff,
creating a two-tier workforce.

This is bad for us all, decreasing and
weakening the fund that sustains us in
retirement.  We all need to stop this, building
towards a dispute to demand all workers
under the TfL umbrella join the TfL scheme.

www.workersliberty.org/tubelines

33 Bakerloo Line former-agency staff
will fight until LU employs them.  Out

of work since LU terminated the agency
contract mid-January, they deserve jobs
after five years working in LU uniform.

LU says it gave them a chance at
assessments, but in fact purposefully failed
them.  The vacancy they applied for was
allocated  a number; their application had a
different number by the time LU wrote to
reject them.  It seems LU has used
different, discriminatory criteria.

Some heard in advance that six would get
through.  No surprise that six are waiting
for a start date!

Applicants 'failed' the role play, despite
giving the only possible answer.  When
assessors were questioned, they said
decisions had already been made.  It was all
decided politically before anyone reached
the assessment centre.

This is not a fair process.  LU staff must
join the campaign for all 33 to get LU jobs.
We must all be prepared to strike  - or LU
will feel able to misuse us all like this.

FIGHT WITH THE 33


